Name Pending

April 17, 2018 Chestnut Filly

One Famous Eagle SI 101
One Famous Lady SI 104

Flying Fig SI 101
Corona Cartel SI 97
Tender Flyer SI 101

By ONE FAMOUS EAGLE SI 101 (2005). Champion, $1,387,453 [G1]. Sire of 477 ROM, 63 stakes winners, $28,245,932, 6 champions incl. ONE DASHING EAGLE SI 98 (world champion, $2,079,065, All Am. Fut. [G1]), BODACIOUS EAGLE SI 104 (world champion, $1,293,444 [G1]), IMPERIAL EAGLE SI 106 ($1,868,151, All American Fut. [G1]), HOTSTEPPER SI 98 ($1,340,191 [G1]) and of FLY BABY FLY SI 92 ($1,813,656, All Am. Fut [G1])

1st dam

Flying Fig SI 101, by Corona Cartel. Champion 2-Year-Old Filly. 4 wins to 4, $806,920, 2nd Los Alamitos Two Million Futurity [G1], Golden State Million Futurity [G1], Ed Burke Million Futurity [G1], 3rd Los Alamitos Distaff Challenge [G3], finalist Los Alamitos Super Derby [G1], Vessels Maturity [G1], Southern California Derby [G1], Mildred Vessels H. [G1]. Sister to VISUAL MAGIC SI 94. Dam of 5 foals, all started, 4 ROM, 3 winners, including—Midori Sparkle SI 96 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 3 wins to 4, $40,299, finalist in the Southern California Derby [G2].

Jess Flying By SI 88 (f. by Mr Jess Perry). 2 wins in 2 starts at 2, $25,830, qualified to Ed Burke Million Futurity [G1].

Weoohnthenite SI 91 (f. by Walk Thru Fire). 3 wins to 3, $22,496, finalist in the Southern California Derby [G1].

2nd dam

TENDER FLYER SI 101, by Strawfly Special. 5 wins to 4, $68,243, Oklahoma Derby Challenge [G3], Central Distaff Challenge, 2nd Pride of Iowa S. [R] [G3], Governor’s S., finalist Derby Challenge Champ. [G1], Distaff Challenge Champ. [G1]. Dam of 24 foals to race, 22 ROM, including—

Flying Fig SI 101 (f. by Corona Cartel). Champion, above.

VISUAL MAGIC SI 94 (f. by Corona Cartel). 4 wins at 3, $74,818, Lone Star Distaff Challenge, 2nd AQHA Distaff Challenge Champ. [G1].

CALIFORNIA EAGLE SI 88 (g. by One Famous Eagle). 2 wins to 3, $21,365, Ed Burke Million Juvenile S.

Burr Cold SI 99 (f. by Corona Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $21,580. Dam of—

WICKED AFFAIR SI 97. 4 wins to 3, 2019, $379,829, Robert Adair Kindergarten Futurity [G2], 2nd Ed Burke Million Futurity [G1], finalist in the Golden State Million Futurity [G1], Governor’s Cup Derby [R] [G3].

Carvers Cold SI 101. Winner to $3,14,772, 3rd Separatist H.

Platki SI 98 (c. by Corona Cartel). 4 wins to 4, 2019, $78,425, finalist in the Ed Burke Million Futurity [G1].

Randy Coyote SI 96 (g. by Teller Cartel). 5 wins to 6, $62,740.

3rd dam

BABY TENDERLOVE SI 84, by Reb’s Policy TB. Winner at 3. Half sister to CRASHER SI 102 ($72,454 [G3]), Doll Secret SI 105 ($45,451 [R] [G3]; dam of HEZA SECRET DIAMOND SI 113, $233,035 [G1]; HE DOLL SI 99, $117,882 [G3]; granddam of ZOOMIN DOLL SI 99, $161,137 [G1]), Crasher Jr SI 102 ($34,826 [R] [G2]). Dam of 5 foals to race, 4 winners, including—

TENDER FLYER SI 101 (Strawfly Special). Stakes winner, above.

Intricate Tender Val SI 102. 5 wins to 6, $39,601, 3rd La Chiripada S. [G3].

ENGAGEMENTS: Los Alamitos Two Million Fut., All American, Rainbow & Ruidoso Fut., Golden State Million Fut., Ed Burke Million Fut., PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut. & Derby

Embryo transfer
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